Serious Game Development Model Based on the Game-Based Learning Foundation
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Abstract. Serious games or applied games are digital games applied in serious fields such as education, advertising, health, business, and the military. Currently, serious game development is mostly based on the Game Development Life Cycle (GDLC) approach. A serious game is a game product with unique characteristics that require a particular approach to its development. This paper proposes a serious game development model adapted from the Game-Based Learning Foundation. This paper’s main contribution is to enhance knowledge in the game development field and game-related application research. The proposed model was validated using the relativism approach and it was used to develop several game prototypes for universities, national companies, and the military.
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1 Introduction

The most common definition of serious games (SG) is that they are digital games that have a primary purpose other than pure entertainment [1,2]. This definition causes the scope of SG to be too broad, simple and biased [3,4]. SG should be defined as a digital game applied in serious fields such as education, advertising, health, business, or the military [5]. The main function of SG is to help players learning, training and improving real-world skills.

The use of digital media directly separates SG from non-digital game products such as traditional games or board games. But the bias in the SG definition sometimes causes SG to be referred to with inaccurate terms such as game-based learning (GBL) or gamification products [6,7]. GBL and gamification do not refer
to games but to a method. Thus, it is not correct to treat gamification, GBL and SG as the same subject matter.

A common definition of GBL is the use of play and games in an educational context [8]. GBL can be applied using both traditional games and digital games [9,10]. Meanwhile, the term gamification was originally defined as designing a game-like user interface for electronic equipment [11,12]. The definition of gamification then changed to the use of game elements in non-game contexts [13]. Ludo Science’s research on more than 1200 game titles that were categorized as SG found that 90% of them did not help players training or improving skills as their primary goal. Most of them were only message broadcasters [14]. More than 30% was applied in the education sector, which made the terms ‘educational games’ and ‘edutainment products’ very popular. The definition of SG and what elements they should contain is still a matter of debate among academics and practitioners [15,16]. Most agree that the true mark of SG excellence lies their application in the field of education and increasing player retention for continuous learning [17].

In this study, the definition of SG is limited to digital games that are applied in serious fields and have an assessment mechanism for its players to improve their skills [18-20]. A mapping of the SG position that is the main focus of this study is shown in Figure 1.

![Digital and non-digital game classification.](image)

In general, there are three primary entities, namely digital games, non-digital games, and non-game context. Within the digital games entity there is a
conditional flow that determines the type of game according to its purpose. If the
digital game only fulfills the purpose of entertainment, the game is called an
entertainment game. If a digital game has features outside of entertainment but
does not have an assessment component, it can be called an educational game, a
message broadcaster, or another marketing buzzword. If the game has an element
of assessment, then it can be called a SG.

Figure 1 shows that as a method, GBL is extensive and can be applied using
digital games and non-digital games like traditional games or board games.
However, GBL’s scope in the following discussion is limited to digital game
products.

Most SG are still developed using the Game Development Life Cycle (GDLC)
approach [21,22]. Several GDLC models have been proposed for the
development of entertainment games [23,24]. Still, this development model is too
general to be used as a guide for building SG products that have unique
characteristics.

Several studies have tried to create an SG development model adapted from
various methods [25,26]. However, these models do not reflect the apparent
differences between SGs and regular educational games [27,28]. Therefore, this
research aimed to develop a new SG development model by adapting the GBL
Foundation to ensure that each stage of development can produce the expected
SG characteristics.

2 Development Model Analysis

2.1 Game Development Life Cycles

Game Development Life Cycle (GDLC) is a game development approach derived
from Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC). Many studies related to GDLC
modeling have been conducted [29,30]. Each GDLC has its strengths and
weaknesses. Overall, the main phases of GDLC can be grouped into four stages,
namely pre-production, production, testing, and post-production [31].

When viewed from its production activities, GDLC patterns can be classified into
two major groups: linear GDLC and iterative GDLC. Linear GDLC adopts the
waterfall method, which requires clear product requirements at the beginning of
the development process. Meanwhile, iterative GDLC adopts a rapid prototyping
method that focuses on development speed and allows changes in requirements
during development. Table 1 describes the general patterns of some popular
GDLC versions.
Table 1  Game development life cycle patterns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GDLC Version</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Pre-Production</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Testing</th>
<th>Post-Production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment Game</td>
<td>Heather Chandler</td>
<td>Iterative</td>
<td>Pre-Production</td>
<td>Production</td>
<td>Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doopler Interactive</td>
<td>Iterative</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Develop/Re-Develop</td>
<td>Evaluate, Test, Review Release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blitz Game Studio</td>
<td>Iterative</td>
<td>Pitching, Pre-Production</td>
<td>Main Production</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arnold Hendrick</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Prototype, Pre-Production</td>
<td>Production</td>
<td>Beta Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rido Ramadan</td>
<td>Iterative</td>
<td>Pitching, Pre-Production</td>
<td>Production</td>
<td>Testing, Beta Release</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serious Game</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Pre-Production</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Testing</th>
<th>Post-Production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eelco Braad</td>
<td>Iterative</td>
<td>Analyze, Design</td>
<td>Develop</td>
<td>Implement</td>
<td>Evaluate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaachak Lotfi</td>
<td>Iterative</td>
<td>Need Analysis, Design</td>
<td>Prototype &amp; Development</td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arturo Barajas</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Requirement</td>
<td>Design, Development Design</td>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>Postmortem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andre Barbosa</td>
<td>Iterative</td>
<td>Requirement</td>
<td>Learning Mechanism</td>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>Release</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2  Game-Based Learning Foundation

The GBL Foundation is an integrated design framework for game-based and playful learning, which consists of four main pillars, namely affective, behavioral, cognitive, and social/cultural engagement [32]. Figure 2 shows the integration of game element design with the four main pillars of the GBL Foundation to create high engagement in game-based learning.

![Figure 2 Game-based learning foundation.](image-url)
The affective point of view relates to the emotions of the player. In this case, the resulting game product must be able to impact players emotionally and change their behavior while providing a multimedia learning experience [33]. Meanwhile, the behavioral or motivational aspect requires that the game should increase the players’ curiosity and make them survive to finish the game [34]. Special elements in the game are needed to achieve this, such as an incentive system, good visuals, and challenging game mechanics.

From a cognitive point of view, the games developed must be able to represent educational content with a different look-and-feel [35]. An adaptive form of learning mechanics can increase player attractiveness and give them a different and meaningful learning experience.

Games that have a social aspect can create an atmosphere of cooperation, collaboration and even competition in learning [36]. This can be a learning supplement related to social interactions in addition to the main learning content. The relatedness of a cultural linkage aspect can also make players feel familiar with the game environment that is presented.

3 The Proposed Model

The proposed SG model adopts four main phases in the majority of the GDLC and uses a combination of development patterns for entertainment games and serious games. The GDLC iterative activity approach was chosen because this pattern is more adaptive to changing requirements compared to linear GDLC.

The model also maps the four main pillars of the GBL Foundation as an indicator of the suitability of the SG characteristic for each of its development activities. The proposed SG development model consists of three main layers, namely the phase, activity, and foundation layers.

The first layer consists of a sequence of stages that adopt a popular general GDLC pattern, namely analysis, production, testing, and release. The second layer is a breakdown of the phase layer and adds development activities specific to the serious game characteristic. Activities in this layer consist of education content ideation, tech and art development, learning mechanic, assessment mechanic, prototype, testing and evaluation, and final version.

The last layer was adapted from the GBL Foundation, consisting of four main pillars: affective, behavioral, cognitive, and social/culture engagement. The form of the proposed SG development model is described in Figure 3.
3.1 Analysis

The analysis phase aims to determine the important points in educational content that will be implemented in the SG. There are several things that must be considered in this process:

1. The educational content must be able to increase the player’s interest in learning it. The game visualization must be designed according to the fundamental art design and UI/UX composition [18].
2. The educational content must be able to guide the player’s attitude and emotions in a better direction. The game’s challenge should not be too easy, which could cause the player to get bored, and it should not be too difficult, which could cause the player to get frustrated [16].
3. The educational content must be presented in a digital form that can balance multimedia aspects such as text, images, sound, animation, and gaming ‘fun-factor’ elements [33].
4. The educational content must be adjusted to the target player so that it can provide a connection between the environment in the game and the target player’s characteristics.

3.2 Production

The production phase aims to translate the results of the analysis of the educational content into various game elements. This phase consists of four main activities, namely tech and art development, learning mechanic, assessment mechanic, and prototype.
3.2.1 Tech and Art Development

This activity is a core activity that designs and implements educational content in the form of visuals and programming logic. The aim is to build game mechanics and visuals while paying attention to the target player’s psychological, motivational, and cognitive aspects.

The use of 2D or 3D visualization in the game strongly depends on the form of the educational content, the target player, and the target platform [35]. For educational content that requires a room simulation in the real world it is highly recommended to use a 3D perspective. For educational content based on writing, numbers, or graphics such as mathematics and physics it is highly recommended to use a 2D perspective. The use of multiple perspectives can be used to increase player interest. For example, a learning mechanic that contains learning material presented in 3D with an assessment mechanic presented in 2D, or vice versa.

One of the main keys in this activity is the implementation of an incentive system. There are many forms of implementing an incentive system in games, such as scores, stars, medals, or achievements. In essence, the incentive system provides a ‘reward’ when the player is successful in completing a challenge. Furthermore, the games incentive system can also be used as a new learning culture for instructors [19]. In this case, the instructor can monitor the progress of the player in the game, knowing the achievements of each player, including what materials the player has completed or missed so that the collected player progress data can be used to give insight in determining the direction of the next challenge.

3.2.2 Learning Mechanic

This activity aims to present information in the educational content in a more attractive form. The combination of storytelling, visual aesthetic, and user interaction design can make providing educational content easier and less boring [25].

This mechanic’s general form is in-game cut scenes, pop-up dialogues against an object, or branching storytelling visual novel mechanics. Giving players the freedom to determine what information they want or do not want to receive can be one way to increase player interest as well as monitor player interest in the material.

3.2.3 Assessment Mechanic

This activity aims to provide a game assessment mechanic, which is a main characteristic of SG. In general, the form of this mechanic is a quiz consisting of
questions and answers [18]. However, the form in which the quiz is presented can be modified by using various game mechanics or in-game entertainment.

There are several examples of game mechanics that can be used to achieve this. One of them is a 3D puzzle mechanism commonly used in AAA games such as Prince of Persia, Tomb Raider, or the Final Fantasy series.

In simple terms, quizzes can be translated into game objects that will react to the player based on certain interactions. As a result, the player has to solve the puzzle as a form of ‘giving an answer’. This mechanism is much more interesting than just choosing one of the answer buttons that are available in regular quiz games.

In addition, this form of assessment mechanic is expected to apply the scaffolding concept by changing the difficulty level gradually to provide challenges to players. If the player fails to complete a challenge, the SG must be able to provide the player the opportunity to complete it because one of the goals of SGs is to increase player retention in learning [17].

3.2.4 Prototype

The final result in the production phase is a game prototype that players can test. Many game engines, such as Unreal, Unity, Godot, or Construct2, are equipped with standard game development features. This prototype development process can be done from scratch or by using a game mechanic framework to speed up the development process [37].

3.3 Testing and Evaluation

There are two essential activities in this phase, namely testing the game mechanics and evaluating the educational content. Testing is carried out in stages by various stakeholders ranging from internal game developers, independent external parties, and potential players or those representing them.

1. Game Mechanic Testing
   This activity serves to test the functionality elements in the game. Some of the main points tested include the number of levels that can be played, the response of game objects to user input, recording scores, validating gameplay, and checking for possible bugs in the game.

2. Educational Content Validation
   This activity serves to ensure that the educational content in the game is displayed as needed. The representation of educational content information in the form of storytelling, game environments, characters, and animations does not reduce the weight of the educational content that must be delivered.
3.4 Release
The last activity is to release games to target markets such as schools, universities or offices. This activity’s main target is to create an SG that is a digital educational tool capable of becoming a media in a new learning culture and a medium to increase interest in game-based learning.

4 Results
We used a relativist approach to validating the SG development model. This approach differs from the logical empiricist validation approach, which is strict, algorithmic and assumes that new knowledge must be in the form of true and false statements. In the relativist validation approach, the validation process is a gradual process of building confidence in the new knowledge’s usefulness to a purpose [38-40]. This approach is relevant for open problems where new knowledge is associated with heuristics and non-precise designs.

The proposed SG development model was designed with clear objectives and has added value in terms of knowledge related to game development and game-related research. This model passed the engineering process and was developed respectfully towards the previous research literature. Considering the previous researchers’ contributions, the combination of knowledge, the engineering cycle and the modeling objectives we argue that the SG development model is theoretically valid.

In addition, we also conducted empirical tests on the output result from the proposed SG development model. We created prototypes of several types of games for various stakeholders over the past two years. All games were created using the same game engine but with different visuals and game mechanics. Details of the games that were made are described in Table 2.

Measurement of user satisfaction was tested using a user experience questionnaire (UEQ), which consisted of a 26-item questionnaire [38-39]. We surveyed various stakeholders at different times. Details of the respondent sample are given in Table 3.

UEQ maps all question points into six classes: attractiveness, perspicuity, efficiency, dependability, stimulation, and novelty. UEQ does not produce an overall score for the user experience but allows the researcher to interpret each classification item’s average score according to the survey needs. Details about the survey results can be seen in Table 4.
Table 2  Serious game development prototype result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Screenshot</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ![Screenshot](image1) | **Title: Telkom Way**  
This game was designed to socialize the company’s core values to all employees. There are three main levels, each of which has a different mechanic. Each employee must log in first so that the progress of the game can be recorded. |
| ![Screenshot](image2) | **Title: Garuda Tactical Floor Game (TFG)**  
This game was designed as a tactical display tool in the study of operational planning in 2D and 3D. The assessment is carried out manually by the lecturer in the form of a TFG simulation. |
| ![Screenshot](image3) | **Title: Kitchen Labs**  
This game was designed to be a learning aid for hospitality study programs. Even though it was designed with realistic 3D visuals, the main purpose of this game is actually to provide a habit of cooking SOP’s in the kitchen. |
| ![Screenshot](image4) | **Title: Chemical Labs**  
This game was designed to be a chemistry learning aid for junior high school children. It has fifteen levels with a variety of interactions and game mechanics. |

Table 3  Respondents overview.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Prototype</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Telkom Way</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Garuda TFG</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Kitchen Labs</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Chemical Labs</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The UEQ survey results show that the SG products developed based on the SG development model had an average positive value, especially for the attractiveness and stimulation aspects. These aspects are related to a GBL Foundation layer in the SG development model, namely the affective and motivation layer. These aspects result from the implementation of game elements such as the incentive system, game mechanics, and visual aesthetics.

Meanwhile, the perspicuity and dependability aspects are related to the cognitive layer. These aspects result from how the game shows the necessary information to the player. They are also associated with the efficiency aspect related to the social/cultural layer. The efficiency aspect can be seen as a form of user interaction and learning culture change using games.
According to all surveys, the novelty aspect was above average. This point can still be increased because the mechanics used in the game are replicas of general mechanics in entertainment games. In this case, further research is needed to increase the novelty aspect of each SG produced.

5 Conclusion
The proposed SG development model was theoretically validated and empirically proven to be able to be used to create various SG types in multiple fields and agencies. The resulting SG present interesting learning mechanics and assessment in interactive ways that are more interesting than regular quizzes. In general, the SG also succeeded in implementing the GBL Foundation’s four pillars, namely affective, behavior, cognitive, and social/cultural engagement. However, further research is needed regarding the development of learning and assessment mechanics in this model to improve the aspect of novelty in each SG produced.
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